The modulation transfer function (MTF) is widely used to characterise the performance of optical systems. Measuring it is costly and it is thus rarely available for a given lens specimen. Fortunately, images recorded through an optical system contain ample information about its MTF, only that it is confounded with the statistics of the images. This work presents a method to estimate the MTF of camera lens systems directly from photographs, without the need for expensive equipment. We use a custom grid display to accurately measure the point response of lenses to acquire ground truth training data. We then use the same lenses to record natural images and employ a supervised learning approach using a convolutional neural network to estimate the MTF on small image patches, aggregating the information into MTF charts over the entire field of view. It generalises to unseen lenses and can be applied for single photographs, with the performance improving if multiple photographs are available.
Introduction
Never before has photography been as widespread as today, thanks in part to the adoption of ever-improving, affordable digital sensors. Most cameras used today are owned by non-professional photograph enthusiasts whose access to high-quality lenses and expensive laboratory equipment is limited.
The quality of an optical system depends on all of its components and in particular on lens and sensor. Increased resolution and sensor quality implies a corresponding need to employ higher quality optics. While an ideal lens produces a perfect point response (modulo diffraction), real lenses are plagued by a plethora of optical aberrations, such as chromatic aberrations, coma, or field curvature inducing positiondependent defocus. † The scientific idea and a preliminary version of code were developed prior to joining Amazon.
Various methods exist to characterise the properties and establish the quality of lenses, ranging from visual inspection of test photographs to the complete measurement of the distorted wave front with a Hartmann-Shack sensor [1] . In principle, all information about lens aberrations is captured by the point spread function (PSF). The PSF describes how a perfect point source is blurred, and it is spatially varying across the field of view. Direct measurement of the PSF is difficult and time-consuming. In practice, the modulation transfer function (MTF) is used as de facto standard quality measure of camera lenses [2] . It can be computed from the PSF and it encodes the frequency and direction dependent local relative contrast. Intuitively, it encodes how the contrast of a perfect sine grating is diminished by aberrations of an optical system, as a function of the width of the grating, cf. Fig. 2 . Most commonly, the MTF is measured from photographs of standardised test chart [3] , but more thorough techniques exist and professionals employ specialised MTF test stations, for example to adjust misaligned lenses [2] .
All methods have in common that they require additional equipment and are, thus, not suitable for a large number of photography enthusiasts who wish to characterise their lenses, or to determine whether their equipment is up to its specifications. However, every photographer has access to a large collection of unprocessed high resolution photographs of natural scenes. While image statistics are scene dependent, average statistics over many images or patches tend to be universal [4] [5] [6] . Moreover, the success of blind image deblurring for optical aberration correction [7] [8] [9] [10] lead Tang and Kutulakos [6] to conjecture that "single-photo aberration estimation and depth recovery may indeed be possible".
In this paper we present a method for automatic MTF estimation of a camera lens system directly from photographs taken with that system. We employ a convolutional neural network (CNN) that takes image patches as inputs and returns corresponding MTF values. A set of debayered but otherwise unprocessed RAW photographs is decomposed into patches and their local MTF estimates are aggregated into a single MTF chart over the entire field of view of the lens. Our architecture is flexible and can use both a single photograph as well as a set of photographs for improved performance by averaging patches in feature space. While the estimates are not as accurate as photometric measurements, they are much easier to perform, faster and characterise many qualitative and quantitative features of the MTF curves well. To gather ground truth training and validation data, we built a 2 m × 1.5 m pinhole display to accurately and efficiently measure the PSFs of a lens from a small number of images.
Main contributions.
1. We present, to the best of our knowledge for the first time, an algorithm for automatic estimation of the modulation transfer function (MTF) of a camera lens system directly from photographs taken with it. Our method is fast and does not require any additional equipment such as test charts or optical benches.
2. We built a new dataset of ground truth point spread functions (PSFs) of lens aberrations for several consumer lenses across the entire field of view, which is publicly available on the project website 1 . The PSFs were acquired using an extended pinhole setup for accurate and efficient measurement of the lens PSFs.
Background

Image formation model
While the point spread function (PSF) is typically nonstationary across the field of view, we assume that the PSF can be considered locally homogeneous across a small image patch. Similar to Schuler et al. [11] we assume the following global image formation model
where x denotes the sharp and y the blurred image, w i is a windowing function that cuts out the ith patch at location (r i , ϕ i ) from the sharp image, h i is the corresponding local PSF, and denotes additive Gaussian noise, i.e. ∼ N (0, σ 2 ). In a local patch with homogeneous blur, the image formation model simplifies to y i = h i * x i + . Using a point source or pinhole as object directly (i.e. x = δ) yields the PSF as image.
Ideal lenses are rotationally symmetric, i.e. the PSFs in the corners are rotated versions of each other. Real lenses consist of many elements that can be misaligned and are often surprisingly asymmetric [2] . Following Hirsch and Schölkopf [8] , we introduce global polar coordinates (r, ϕ) on the entire image and local Cartesian coordinates (u, v) on patches; the local coordinate system is rotated according to the location of the patch such that u denotes the radial and v the tangential direction, respectively, see Fig. 1 . Thus, the PSF becomes a function of both coordinate systems PSF θ (u, v; r, ϕ), and θ denotes the camera and lens settings that influence the PSF, such as aperture and focus [6] . The modulation transfer function (MTF) is a function of spatial frequency and can be defined in two ways: 1) via photometry, and 2) via the Fourier transform of the PSF. In photometric terms, the MTF characterises the diminished contrast due to image blur at a particular spatial frequency: Once homogeneous blur is applied to a sine grating with perfect contrast at all frequencies ( Fig. 2 (top) ), the contrast diminishes, especially for higher spatial frequencies (Fig. 2  (bottom) ). Formally, the MTF is defined as the relative contrast C(f ) between maximal and minimal intensity (I max (f ) and I min (f )) at a certain spatial frequency f , normalised by its zero frequency component C(0): The MTF can also be related to the two-dimensional complex Fourier transform of the PSF, which is commonly referred to as optical transfer function (OTF). The OTF can be decomposed into its amplitude and phase, the MTF and the phase transfer function (PhTF), respectively:
Modulation transfer function (MTF)
where both MTF and PhTF depend on the spatial frequencies (f u , f v ) and the patch location (r, ϕ).
Lenses are often characterised by the MTF values at certain spatial frequencies, namely at 10, 20, 30, 40 cycles/mm [2] ; the associated MTF values are denoted as MTF10/20/30/40 2 . Due to azimuthal symmetry of the lens, one typically distinguishes between MTF in radial and tangential direction. Fig. 1 shows meridional (concentric) lines to measure the MTF in radial direction u, whereas the MTF in the tangential direction v is measured using sagittal (radial) lines. To summarise the radial and tangential MTF over the field of view of a lens, one often plots the values for MTF10/20/30/40 from the image centre (r = 0) to the corners (r ≈ 21.63 cm), cf. Fig. 3 . We refer to this summary plot as global MTF chart and note that this type of plot is typically provided in datasheets by lens manufacturers [12] .
Related Work
Our work on blind MTF estimation from real images lies at the intersection of traditional photometric measurements and computer vision.
Photometric MTF measurement. There exists a range of methods to measure the MTF of an optical system. Perhaps most widely used and implemented in commercial software is the slanted-edge method [3, 13] , which measures the MTF perpendicular to a perfect edge and relies on the Fourier transformation of the lines spread function (PSF integrated along one dimension) derived from that edge. Several extensions and alternatives have been proposed that employ other or extended patterns, e.g. [14] [15] [16] [17] . All methods require standardised test charts and typically only yield a very small number of MTF measurements over the field of view. Moreover, careful calibration and lighting is necessary to obtain reliable and consistent results.
Our PSF panel belongs to a different class of methods, which use point light sources, also referred to as pinholes or artificial stars, to directly measure the full PSF, from which the MTF can be computed [18, 19] . A perfect lens would map one point source onto a single pixel. Navas-Moya et al. [20] use an LCD screen to simulate pinholes; however, they are limited by the resolution (minimal pinhole size) and size of the screen, which preclude MTF measurements for wide angle lenses and high-resolution DSLR cameras. Our screen is substantially larger and has pinholes of finer diameter.
All above methods, including ours, do not measure the MTF of the lens but rather the MTF of the combined camera lens system. Commercial MTF test stations as used in [2] do not suffer from this shortcoming but are more expensive.
MTF estimation from natural images. There exists little prior work on automatic MTF estimation from natural images. Several methods limited to aerial photography rely on hand-crafted features (image variograms) to estimate parameters of a single homogeneous Gaussian MTF [21, 22] .
Blind image deblurring and PSF estimation. While our method does not perform image restoration, MTF estimation is closely related to blind image deblurring and PSF estimation.
[23-25] estimate the PSF from known test patterns to perform non-blind deconvolution on blurred photographs. [23] also perform blind PSF estimation for unimodal blurs by predicting sharp edge locations. [26] estimate the PSF from a single image by optimising the parameters of the lens prescription model that is used to simulate the PSF similar to the optics software Zemax. Their method is fast and has few parameters but requires a lens prescription model. [11] propose a method for automated PSF capture with a single pinhole source and devise a non-blind correction method for optical aberrations. In [7] they extend their method to the blind case by making symmetry assumptions about the unknown PSF. [8] compare state-of-the-art blind deconvolution methods for lens blur, such as [10] , and propose a PSF estimation based on kernel regression that allows the integration of multiple images. [9] use visual and geometric priors to perform aberration correction and assume that the PSF is rotationally symmetric. [2] report this assumption to be true for less than 10% of real lenses. [27] present a parametrized model of spatially varying optical blurs, and [6] provide a theoretic analysis of image formation under Seidel aberrations and its consequences on blind and non-blind PSF estimation and depth-estimation. They conclude that "single-photo aberration estimation and depth recovery may indeed be possible". Our work addresses the former domain and focuses on planar scenes that are approximately within the focus plane to avoid additional blur due to defocus.
PSF Measurements using PSF Panel
In this section we briefly present our PSF panel to obtain ground truth PSFs for lens aberrations. For details of the specifications and the data acquisition, see Supplement. Fig. 5 shows several ground truth PSFs as well as the global MTF charts along one diagonal of the field of view for three lenses, which have been recorded with the PSF panel. For further measurements on a range of other lenses, see Supplement.
Specifications of the Panel
The PSF panel consists of an LED-backlit glass plate and a photographic film attached to the glass. The LEDpanel is 2 m × 1.5 m in size and emits white light (6500 K) homogeneously distributed over its area. The point sources for the PSF measurements are implemented by covering the LED-panel with a black photographic film with a pattern of transparent dots. The diameter of the dots is 150 μm, and the dots are arranged in a square grid at a distance of 25 mm, yielding in total 80 × 60 pinholes, see Fig. 4 . We recorded the PSFs of several consumer DSLR lenses using a 50.6 MP Canon EOS 5DS R camera body. Images of the PSF-panel were taken at that distance where 80 pinholes filled up the horizontal direction, leaving 53 pinholes in the vertical direction. The distance between the PSFs on the images therefore amounts to 111 pixels. Altogether, the size of the pinholes in the image-plane is smaller than one pixel; hence the pinholes act as a point source.
Data collection, processing, and PSF extraction
Fully automated data acquisition was performed using a bash-script running a series of gphoto2 commands. Prior to the actual acquisition the lens was focused using a Python script that minimizes the recorded image size of central pinholes. Due to chromatic aberrations, not all colour channels are in focus at the same time. In this work, we used the green colour channel for focus adjustment and restrict our further analysis to image data from the green colour channel only.
The data set was recorded with four aperture settings for each lens: open aperture, 2.8, 4, and 5.6. Especially in the case of open aperture the size of the PSF can vary substantially between the centre and the edges of the image. Therefore, a series of different exposure times was taken for each aperture setting and results were averaged over 10 images in order to improve the signal to noise ratio.
All images of the PSF-panel were taken in the camera RAW format and subsequently developed using dcraw. The developed images were averaged and the positions of the PSF-centroids were extracted. Out of all exposure times, the PSFs with the longest exposure times but without saturated pixel values within a 111 × 111 pixel patch were selected. The background level of each patch was determined from its 4 corners and used to threshold and segment out the PSF.
Fast kernel regression
To further reduce noise and to interpolate PSFs at unobserved locations, we developed a sped-up version of the kernel regression by Hirsch and Schölkopf [8] 
where K(·) is a squared exponential kernel that factorises over its dimensions and has lengthscale x for each factor x ∈ X = {r, ϕ, u, v}:
The index i in Eq. (4) runs over all pixels of all recorded PSFs:
To obtain the value of one pixel at local coordinates (u, v) for one PSF at a new location (r, ϕ) the original algorithm computes the covariance with 4800 PSFs with 111 × 111 pixels ≈ 6 · 10 8 data points, which is clearly infeasible. We can exploit the product structure of the kernel and the discrete nature of the (u, v) coordinates to dramatically speed up this computation, see Supplement for details. We found the associated approximation errors to be negligible in practice.
Estimating the MTF from Photographs
We aim to build a learning system that produces the global MTF charts for a lens, given a photograph or a set of photographs captured with that lens. As the MTF is sensitive, e.g. to JPEG Compression [28] or Gamma Correction [29] , high resolution and unprocessed images are required, see Supplement for capture and RAW development details.
Similar to approaches in blind image deblurring with inhomogeneous blur, e.g. [10, 30] , we first estimate the MTF values on small patches, over which the blur is assumed to be uniform. In a second step these local estimates are aggregated into a consistent global MTF chart. For local estimation we employ a deep convolutional neural network that performs regression from the input patches to the final MTF values. To obtain a globally consistent MTF model we use Gaussian Process regression [31] to smoothen and interpolate the noisy estimates in a non-parametric way. Critically, our system should be able to fuse information from several photographs, which have all been captured with the same camera lens system. The PSF, and consequently the MTF, only depends on the system and its settings; and while it varies across the field of view, it is the same for patches extracted from the same location in different photographs, e.g., always the top right corner. These patches all have different image content but share a common blur kernel.
As lens PSFs can differ between colour channels, we treat each channel separately. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the green channel in this work.
Network architecture for local MTF estimation
The network is composed of three main components, see Inputs. The network uses single image patches of size 192 × 192 as input. To account for the rotating local coordinate system, the patches have been rotated by an angle −ϕ, such that the radial and tangential direction (local coordinate system (u, v)) are aligned with the horizontal and vertical axes, see Fig. 1 ; we have to extract correspondingly larger patches from the original image to allow for this rotation.
Thus, the network always has to predict the MTF values in horizontal and vertical direction only. The maximal range of the input values is scaled to [0, 1], and the blurred images are subsequently mean normalised.
Initial data processing. It is possible to train the network to predict MTF values both in radial and tangential direction simultaneously. However, to simplify the task, we only predict the MTF in the horizontal direction (u). In order to also obtain the MTF in the orthogonal (v) direction, we flip a copy of the input patch by −90 • and independently pass it through the same network. The predictions for both copies are then concatenated. This procedure not only aids learning but helps the network to generalise better as it becomes more robust against correlations of the MTF values that might be present in training but not in test data. As edges are discriminative features for blind PSF estimation [23, 32] , we append the gradient (Sobel filtered) image along the direction, in which we estimate the MTF, as a second input channel 3 . Further, we subsample the spatial dimensions of the input into channels to allow early convolutional layers to access a larger field of view [33] . That is, we subdivide the input patches into non-overlapping groups of M × M pixels and move every pixel to one of M 2 channels depending on its location in the M ×M group, see Supplement for details. Each channel then corresponds to a subsampled and slightly shifted version of the input.
CNN and FC. The CNN consists of an initial convolutional layer followed by a series of residual blocks [34] that use strided convolutions to reduce the spatial dimension of the input and increase the feature size. The resulting feature representation is then passed into a series of fully connected layers that regress onto the MTF outputs. All activation functions are ReLUs [35] except for the last layer which uses a sigmoid activation, as MTF values lie between 0 and 1. We use an L 2 (squared error) loss function between the predicted Outputs. The frequency axis of the local MTF plots depends on the pixel pitch of the sensor. To make the network independent of the sensor pitch, the actual outputs are MTF values at fractions of the Nyquist frequency measured in pixels; the appropriate MTF values for 10, 20, 30, and 40 cy/mm are then interpolated according to the particular pixel pitch of the camera. For our Canon EOS 5DS R the pixel pitch is 4.14 μm leading to f Nyquist = 120.7 cy/mm.
Multiple input patches. We use a simple extension of the above network to deal with multiple input patches that have been blurred by the same PSF and, thus, have identical MTF values, for example for patches from the same location (r, ϕ) but from different images captured with the same lens. Multiple patches are treated as follows: (i) we compute the intermediate feature representation (feature activation of the last convolutional layer; purple in Fig. 6 ) for each patch individually; (ii) we average these feature activations elementwise; and (iii) we feed the averaged activation through the fully connected network to obtain a single prediction. We pre-trained the network on individual patches and used four patches with identical MTF values during training. At test time we can compute feature activations for more or less than four patches and average them in the same way, making our method flexible and agnostic to the order of patches 4 . 4 Alternatively, one could concatenate the feature representations and pass them into the FC layers as a long vector. However, this approach would have three immediate drawbacks: (i) the size of the FC layers would need to be substantially larger (ii) the order of the patches would matter (iii) we would be strictly limited to the same number of patches at test time.
Supervised training procedure and datasets
To train the network for local MTF estimation we construct the following supervised learning task: We synthetically blur sharp image patches with PSFs for which we analytically compute the MTF values; these blurred patches are then used as inputs for the network to predict the corresponding MTF values as labels. We draw random combinations of image patches and PSFs, such that the network never sees the same training example twice. In the following we briefly describe the datasets of sharp image patches and ground truth PSFs. For further details, see Supplement.
Sharp image patches. We use two different sources of sharp images, see Fig. 7 : (i) a regular checkerboard-like pattern with edges in all directions, which was proposed by Joshi et al. [23] for PSF estimation; (ii) patches from real photographs of natural scenes that have been captured with a sharp high-end lens (Zeiss Otus 55mm f/1.4 APO-Distagon), small aperture and under good light conditions using a tripod. For the regular pattern we use random sizes, rotations and contrast to simulate varying conditions at test time, for which lighting, orientation and scale depend on the lens, size of printout, and distance to the printout. Sharp patches from real photographs are extracted randomly from the central region of the images 5 and downsampled by a factor of two to further reduce the effective PSF. As the statistics between natural images and the regular pattern are significantly different, we train separate networks for both sources.
Ground truth PSFs/MTFs. We use two different types of PSFs: (i) real PSFs recorded with our PSF panel, and (ii) artificially generated PSFs: a sum of two Gaussian blurs -a narrow central peak and a wider wing -of varying widths along the principle axes and with large eccentricity. We found that adding the artificial PSFs improved performance, probably due to larger variability of shapes in the combined dataset.
Experiments
In the following, we present results for MTF estimation from lens-blurred photographs of the regular test pattern and natural scenes. The results take the form of MTF charts for tangential and radial MTF10/20/30/40 values, see Fig. 3 . The MTF charts are either for a fixed angle along a ray from the centre to the top right corner, or averaged over the angular coordinate ("azimuthal average"). We present results for the Sigma 50mm f/1.4 EX DG HSM, whose PSFs have not been used during training. Results for other lenses and further experimental details can be found in the Supplement.
MTF estimation on the regular pattern
To start, we consider the regular test pattern in Fig. 7 (left) . Similar to other methods using test charts, our aim is to estimate the MTF from photographs of the pattern. Contrary to other methods, we do not explicitly use correspondences between the ground truth test pattern and the photographs other than training the network solely on synthetically blurred patches from the pattern. Fig. 8 shows MTF charts for the Sigma 50mm from the centre to the top right corner.
First, we check the performance of our network on synthetically blurred patterns that are prepared in the same way as the training data ( Fig. 8 (right) ) and compare them to the ground truth measurements (Fig. 8 (middle) ). The estimates agree almost perfectly to the ground truth, indicating that the network has learned its task well; we found the overall error averaged over the azimuthal direction to be smaller than 5%.
To inspect the behaviour on real photographs, we use a printout of the test pattern of size A1 6 and take photographs to cover the entire camera screen or just one of the four quadrants, see Supplement. For a given location (r, ϕ) in the image, we extract patches from the two photographs at locations (r, ϕ + Δ i ), Δ i ∈ {−0.02, 0, 0.02} to increase the number of patches that have been blurred with approximately the same PSF from 2 to 6. We inspect the influence of the number of patches for MTF estimation on natural scenes in Sec. 6.2. Fig. 8 (left) shows the obtained estimates from the centre to the top right corner of the image. They agree well both qualitatively and quantitatively with the ground truth measurements ( Fig. 8 (middle) ), though the radial MTF falls off more quickly in this case. In Fig. 9 we show results averaged over the angular coordinate instead of just a slice from the centre to the top right corner. They are also in good agreement to the ground truth data and the averaged absolute error is smaller than 0.1 MTF units (10% of the maximum) in this case and generally smaller than 0.15 MTF units for other lenses, see Supplement. We observe a small bias to under-estimate the MTF values, which we attribute to the MTF of the printer used to print the test pattern.
MTF estimation on natural scenes
We now turn to the estimation of MTF values from photographs of natural scenes, see Supplement for examples. We use the same architecture as for the regular test pattern but train the model on synthetically blurred patches from photographs of natural scenes as explained above, see Fig. 7 (right) . Fig. 10 shows results for a fixed angle along a ray from the centre to the top right corner (top row), as well as averaged over all angles (bottom row). The estimates are more noisy than for the regular pattern; to obtain a smooth and globally consistent MTF chart, we fit a Gaussian Process (GP) regression to each MTF frequency and direction. For the azimuthal averages, we use the values from the GP mean.
While the shape of the estimated curves agrees well with the ground truth, the absolute values are larger and the curves do not fall off as much towards the corners. We observed this over-estimation consistently for all lenses and explain it as follows: While perfectly sharp patches were used to train on the regular pattern, we used patches from actual photographs in this case. Even the sharpest lens and downscaling still leave a small blur on the "sharp" training patches, which were, thus, effectively blurred twice: once when collecting the "sharp" images and once synthetically. At test time, the images are only blurred once by the lens used to capture the photo. We compensate for this effect by multiplying our estimates by the effective MTF of the downsampled PSF of the Zeiss Otus lens used to capture the "sharp" training images. We estimate these compensation factors as 0.98, 0.95, 0.9, 0.83 for MTF10, MTF20, MTF30, and MTF40 7 and employ them in all results except for Fig. 10 (top) , which shows raw values. This compensation improves the results for all lenses, and we found the average error for the Sigma 50mm to be smaller than 0.1 MTF units in the centre and smaller than 0.2 MTF units towards the corners. For other lenses, the average error was between 0.1 and 0.2 MTF units, see Supplement. In Fig. 11 we explore how the estimates depend on the number of patches from different photographs used for local MTF estimation at a single location (r, ϕ). While the general scale can be identified from a single photograph, the qualitative shape of the curve can not. Moreover, the individual estimates are very noisy (large Gaussian Process variance). Upon inclusion of more patches from the same location (r, ϕ) but from other photographs, the quality of the predicted MTF curves improves, and the variance of the estimates decreases.
Discussion of discrepancies and limitations
We partly explain the discrepancy between our estimates and the ground truth with the field curvature (curved focus plane) of camera lenses: While the PSF panel is perfectly flat, natural scenes typically have a continuous range of depth values. Thus, some object parts in the image corners are likely to lie in the curved focus plane, appearing sharper than the measured PSFs on our flat panel. Non-planar scenes can also lead to underestimation of the MTF if parts of the scene are not in focus. Other failure cases include large textureless surfaces such as sky, which do not contain information about the MTF, or patches that only contain edges in one direction, see Supplement for an example. We mitigate these effects by selecting as planar and textured natural scenes as possible. In a deployed system a pre-filtering step would be necessary to identify "good" patches; for example, Hu and Yang [32] propose a method to find good regions for PSF estimation.
Comparison to other methods
To the best of our knowledge, we present the first general method that is capable of estimating lens MTF charts from natural photographs. We compare our method to (i) PSF estimates obtained with blind deblurring algorithms, from which we compute the MTF. (ii) photometric measurements using MTF test charts Comparison to blind image deblurring. We compare to the state-of-the-art single image blind deblurring algorithm by Michaeli and Irani [10] , which provides estimates of the corresponding local PSFs. We use a single photograph of a natural scene to estimate the PSFs, and then compute the corresponding MTFs. The algorithm requires relatively large patches and is very slow (several hours for a single patch of size 800 × 800). Our method estimates the entire MTF chart for the same photograph in minutes. As blind deblurring uses large patches, we perform multipatch estimation on six co-located smaller patches with our method. Fig. 12 shows results averaged over all angles; our method is better able to estimate the MTF values, though it fails to capture the fall-off towards the corners accurately. The PSF estimates from blind deblurring are larger than the ground truth PSFs and lead to severe underestimation of the MTF. We stress that our method improves in performance when using more than one photograph, see Figs. 10 and 11. Figure 11 . MTF estimates of MTF10 and MTF30 in the tangential direction for varying number of input patches from photographs of natural scenes. For each location r along a ray from the centre to the top right corner we extract patches from 1, 2, 4, or 8 different photographs for multi-patch estimation. Results are interpolated with a Gaussian Process and we plot its mean and standard deviation.
Photometric measurements. We use a commercial MTF chart and the evaluation software iQ-Analyzer. The test chart contains 25 Siemens stars [14] and several slanted edges [13] . The stars are subdivided into eight segments on which the MTF is measured, providing MTF values at only 25 locations over the entire field of view. For estimates of radial and tangential MTF values we use for each star the segments corresponding to these directions. Slanted edges only provide the MTF in horizontal direction at only four locations (for this chart). We present results averaged over the angular variable in Fig. 13 . The methods generally agree well qualitatively, i.e. in terms of the shape of the curves, but the estimates obtained with iQ-Analyzer are slightly lower.
Conclusion
We have presented a method for automatic estimation of the modulation transfer function (MTF) of camera lens sys-tems directly from photographs of natural scenes captured using those systems. We envisage this method to be especially useful to users who wish to characterise their lenses without access to professional and expensive MTF measurement equipment and expertise in optical testing.
The contributions of the present paper are twofold: (1) We developed a novel method where, initially, sets of photographs are decomposed into patches, which are then processed by a trained convolutional neural network to estimate the local MTF. These local estimates are subsequently aggregated into a consistent global MTF chart using Gaussian Process regression. (2) We built a new dataset that enables statistical learning for our setup. It contains ground truth point spread functions (PSFs) of lens aberrations for several consumer lenses across the entire field of view and is publicly available on the project website 8 . The PSFs were acquired using an extended pinhole setup for accurate and efficient measurement of the lens PSFs from a small number of photographs. We use the dataset to artificially blur sharp images for training, as well as for the validation of the MTF estimates from photographs.
The resulting trained architecture is flexible and can handle both a single photograph as well as a set of photographs by automatically averaging patches in a feature space learned by the network. In the experimental validation, we estimated lens MTFs from (i) photographs of a regular checker-board like test pattern, as well as (ii) photographs of natural scenes captured in the wild. Our system is easy to use, and yields MTF estimates across the entire field of view of the lens within a few minutes. The estimates are in very good agreement with ground truth photometric measurements in terms of qualitative features of the MTF charts, and also yield reasonable quantitative performance. We outperform a baseline derived from blur kernel estimation with a state-of-the-art blind image deblurring algorithm.
Possible extensions in future work include (i) automatic pre-filtering and selection of patches, from which the MTF is computed, (ii) inclusion of and information fusion between different colour channels, and (iii) more sophisticated information fusion from several patches that goes beyond averaging in feature space.
